and lacks extraordinary qualities, a C, the work was done, but barely fulfills the requirement. Anything below a C would reflect serious incompleteness or a pattern of lateness or sloppiness. No incomplete will be given. Irregular attendance (a set of two unexcused absences - without doctor's notification), or repeated lateness will bring down your grade by a full mark. If absent, it is still your responsibility to keep in touch and forward your assignment to me on the day of class. There might be also a few quizzes which can act as leverage towards the final grade.

People have got to think. Thinking isn't to agree or disagree, that's voting. Robert Frost
Forum Discussions (6)

- **Class Notes**
  While this may be a good reference, you will learn MUCH more if you take your own notes, guaranteed. Thanks to those helping out here.
  Started by you

- **The Violin**
  Why would I want you to view The Violin? Which elements - be precise - stand out and make the viewing experience a "time-in" (instead of a...
  Started by you

- **In the Mood for Love - the deleted scenes**
  Why one would delete certain scenes? Two whys? Why would you want to do the same with your project? Give me concrete examples of what you...
  Started by you

- **Your skeleton of an idea (no stick figures!)**
  This will consists of words at this point, but soon will be replace by either your second animated piece (that could SELL your Idea), and ... Started by you

- **Mutum**
  Why would I want you to view Mutum? Which elements - be precise - stand out and make the viewing experience a "time-in" (instead of a "tim... Started by you

- **In the Mood for Love (first discussion)**
  What stands out that you appreciate in this film? Which elements and techniques are you hoping to be able to use for your final piece? Have ... Started by you
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